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Introduction
The Power of the Writ

The conflict between the power to detain and the authority to test detentions through
habeas corpus writs has provoked impassioned debate for centuries. Questions have
reverberated from England to the United States over who has the authority to suspend
the writ’s privileges and the very meaning of suspension itself. In our own time, no less
than in past generations, jurists and scholars have labored to determine who enjoys
the writ’s protection, which executive officials must answer to which courts or judges,
what defines habeas jurisdiction, and whether its boundaries should shift during
emergency. The struggle that began in England’s royal court system between judicial
scrutiny and executive prerogative continues today in America’s war on terror.
There exists a temptation to embrace an oversimplified understanding of these
controversies, dividing the literature into two opposing sides. Reflecting on wartime
executive detention, some advocate extensive presidential power to classify subjects
as “enemy combatants,” deprive them of prisoner-of-war privileges as well as the
civil protections of criminal suspects, and try them in military commissions or hold
them indefinitely without trial. Others defend broad habeas jurisdiction – including,
perhaps, in cases of foreign nationals detained abroad – along with other procedural
safeguards.
A similarly simple bifurcation presents itself in the debate over federal habeas
review of state criminal convictions that arose after the Civil War and has become
more contentious ever since. In this debate, there once again appear to be two
camps – those who believe the federal courts should exercise relatively broad review
powers over state convictions, and those who, in the name of judicial modesty,
federalism, or finality, argue for greater deference to state proceedings.
Both the debate over executive detention policy and the debate over federal review
of state convictions seemingly feature two identifiable sides: habeas conservatives
who stress judicial restraint and habeas liberals who applaud the federal judge’s
authority to vindicate a prisoner’s rights. Yet whether seeking to protect individual
liberty or urging judges to abide prudentially to comity and restraint, scholars should
1
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acknowledge the writ’s institutional limits arising from its nature as a judicial order.
Habeas corpus has a discomforting history – what could be called a dark side of
the writ – because of its very essence as a prerogative command. Focusing on this
dark side exposes the writ’s development as one characterized by politicization,
unfulfilled promises, legal technicalities, power struggles, and hypocrisy, as much
as a story of liberation and justice.
Most habeas debates feature arguments over precedent. This is complicated by the
fact that among current legal practices, habeas corpus stands out with a very long history involving shifting power relations that does not always yield simple answers about
appropriate current use. Both habeas liberals and habeas conservatives wave the banner of tradition. Liberals look to the Great Writ’s historic role as a flexible, evolving,
common-law instrument fashioned by judges in both England and the United States
according to the circumstances they faced. If they regard the judicial proceedings
lacking on due process grounds or otherwise detect a conspicuous injustice, defenders of broad habeas reach tend to find precedential reasons to argue for review.
In contrast, conservatives argue that the U.S. Constitution and Congress regulate
the judiciary and that courts possess limited common law powers over wartime
detentions. Looking to criminal convictions, they argue that America’s decentralized
legal system demands that federal judges respect state institutions. If state proceedings
appear legitimate, a convict seems guilty despite flaws in procedure, or the president
has detained someone in the name of national security, the courts should defer.
Conservatives have precedent to back these arguments. They point to the limits
of habeas under English common law, for example, in their opposition to judicial
jurisdiction over accused terrorists.1
Because of the peculiar way the writ became adopted by the American colonies,
recognized in the U.S. Constitution, and modified by Supreme Court decisions,
federal statute, and executive claims of power at wartime, historical precedent does
not always clearly side with either camp in these controversies.
Defenders of broad habeas reach have plenty of good arguments. Habeas corpus
did in fact emerge out of something resembling judicial activism in the United
States and Britain. The statutory and even constitutional restrictions on its use must
reckon with a counter-history, as habeas corpus is indeed a “writ antecedent to
statute . . . throwing its root deep into the genius of our common law.”2 Judges eager
to exercise broad habeas jurisdiction always faced conservative limits placed on
them by the executive and later by Parliament and Congress, but this tension itself
1

2

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia notes in his dissent to Boumediene v. Bush that the English writ
did not reach to Scotland in the late eighteenth century. Accordingly, the U.S. writ, if it is to follow
the traditions of its English antecedent, should not extend to Guantánamo today. 553 U.S. 723, 835,
note 3 (2008) (Scalia dissenting). Scotland, however, had its own fully formed, distinct legal system,
unlike Guantánamo Bay.
Williams v. Kaiser, 323 U.S. 471, 484, note 2 (1945). See Randy Hertz and James S. Liebman, Federal
Habeas Corpus Practice and Procedure Fifth Edition (Mathew Bender and Company, [1988] 2005),
24.
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underscores the very struggle over liberty that habeas controversies have come to
symbolize over the centuries. Moreover, when it comes to U.S. presidential power
and original intent, the most glaring historical argument against conservatives is
almost never raised. Before the late 1850s, the state courts enjoyed habeas review power
over federal detentions. The advocacy of a wartime detention power unchecked by
federal courts ignores the role state courts used to have in checking even military
commitments.
Habeas conservatives, on the other hand, contend that the federal courts were
not designed to have wide latitude over state court proceedings. In response, some
scholars have argued that upon ratification of the Constitution, the federal judiciary
already had the authority it has now – and that, by extension, Chief Justice John
Marshall wrongly decided Ex parte Bollman, which has continued to restrict the
Court’s role improperly.3 But many other champions of broad habeas authority see
this as wishful thinking. In any event, habeas corpus has indeed always been far more
limited than its advocates would like to believe. Executive power in many, if not
most, instances escaped the effective constraints of habeas corpus – both in England
and in the United States, particularly in wartime. In the Civil War and World War II,
U.S. presidents exercised detention powers more constrained than those of modern
presidents only if the distinctions turn on narrow legal technicalities. In terms of
broader principles, proponents of judicial restraint can point to a whole history of
executive supremacy.
Popular confusion among the Great Writ’s well-meaning enthusiasts stands as a
mainstream manifestation of scholarly imprecision. A bumper sticker from a few
years ago reads: “Habeas Corpus: 1215–2006,” implying that the Great Writ was alive
and well from the Magna Carta all the way until President Bush signed the Military
Commissions Act of 2006. Yet habeas corpus is not a clear-cut doctrine that either
exists in full force or ceases to exist at all. To the contrary, it was always a weaker
remedy than its optimistic supporters admitted. For centuries, its advocates have
wished to hearken back to a golden age of habeas corpus that never truly was.
For its many successes in protecting individual liberty, habeas has taken on something of a mythic status throughout Anglo-American history. Sir William Blackstone called its legal establishment “another Magna Carta” and the remedy “efficacious . . . in all manners of illegal confinement.”4 Sir William Holdsworth called
it “the most effectual protector of the liberty of the subject that any legal system
has ever devised.”5 Alexander Hamilton thought it should be “provided for in the
3
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Eric M. Freedman, “Milestones in Habeas Corpus: Part I. Just Because John Marshall Said It, Doesn’t
Make It So: Ex Parte Bollman and the Illusory Prohibition on the Federal Writ of Habeas Corpus
for State Prisoners in the Judiciary Act of 1789,” University of Alabama Law Review, Vol. 51 (2000),
531–602.
Hertz and Liebman, 22.
Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr., “The Writ of Habeas Corpus,” Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, Vol. 243, Essential Human Rights (January 1946), 101.
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most ample manner” against “arbitrary methods of prosecuting pretended offenses,
and arbitrary punishment upon arbitrary convictions.”6 In Sir Henry Neville’s Plato
a character celebrates: “You have made an act here lately about imprisonments;
that every person shall have his habeas corpus . . . so that no man, for what occasion
soever, can lie in prison above a night, but the cause must be revealed, though there
be great cause for the concealing it.”7 Yet habeas relief was often not so effective,
immediate, or comprehensive.
Scholars have illustrated habeas’s boundaries but most have ignored the inescapable reason for such limits. Habeas stubbornly envelops a paradox: It is a tool
known for its service to liberty yet at its core is a governmental power. The Great Writ
is famous for ensuring that detentions are legitimate – as “an attack by a person in
custody upon the legality of that custody . . . to secure release from illegal custody,”8
a role that presumably preempts an all-powerful state. Yet the literal meaning of
the words is a judicial command. The Latin words translate into, “you [shall] have
the body.” The forcefulness of this command, directed toward the state’s detention
power, has garnered admiration from lovers of liberty. Yet it entails an authoritarian
element.
Despite its mythic status, the typical habeas process is rather unromantic. A
prisoner or detainee petitions for a writ. A judge with the proper authority over
the subject, upon receiving the petition, decides whether to issue it. The writ,
once issued, goes to the custodian detaining the prisoner, who usually submits a
return – a response to the judge justifying the detention. If the judge is satisfied,
the procedure typically ends there, the detainee remanded back to the custodian’s
control. If the judge is unsatisfied, he might order the detainee released, or order
the custodian to clarify his reasoning, or choose another course of action. The entire
undertaking involves one authority claiming jurisdiction over another, usually in a
very formalistic manner. For every vindication of a custodian’s power, the authority
to detain is upheld. For every undermining of a custodian’s power, there is the
affirmation of another official’s power – a judge’s power, to say nothing of the state’s
general power to decide whom to detain. In this act, judges have often exercised
great prerogative of their own.
Because habeas became known as a collateral attack, coming in from the side
to scrutinize an ongoing process, that operated when “normal legal remedies were
unavailable or inadequate,”9 the writ has earned a special reputation – almost as
6
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Hertz and Liebman, 22.
Helen A. Nutting, “The Most Wholesome Law – The Habeas Corpus Act of 1679,” The American
Historical Review, Vol. 65 (April 1960), 542.
Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475, 484 (1973).
Before the American Revolution, it was a “prerogative process for securing the liberty of the subject
by affording an effective means of immediate release from unlawful or unjustifiable detention.”
According to S. A. DeSmith, it was first called a “prerogative writ” in 1620 by Chief Justice Montague
in Richard Bourn’s Case. William F. Duker, A Constitutional History of Habeas Corpus (Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press, 1980), 4, 6–7.
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though it functions at a level above the rest of the legal system. Yet courts have done
their share to limit the reach of habeas and to approve detentions resulting from
both questionable criminal convictions and novel exercises of administrative power.
For most of U.S. history, petitioners for the writ have not automatically been heard.
Habeas corpus has been characterized as a writ of right, not of course. A petitioner’s
claims must satisfy the judge or court and only then will the writ issue. It is an
extraordinary remedy: judges will not hear what they regard as frivolous cases, and
may exercise more discretion than that.
The many technicalities that determine habeas’s precise use remind us that the
device has as much to do with judicial authority and politics as with liberation. In
addition to the judge’s discretion, habeas corpus is bound by formalities, tradition,
and its idiosyncratic origins – a practice developing over seven centuries of patchwork
legislation, executive edicts, and judges grabbing power. Habeas’s multifaceted and
complicated evolution has added to its mythical status, although another result
has been a somewhat awkward identity for this supposedly Great Writ. Although
most often involved in criminal justice, it is a civil remedy, typically used alongside
an appeal or review process, to come in from the side and question an executive
detention or criminal conviction in court. Most modern habeas corpus cases in the
United States have come to resemble an appeals process. Habeas’s non-linear history
has rendered it “a civil, appellate, collateral, equitable, common law, and statutory
procedure,”10 thus making everything about it more difficult to delineate.
Although habeas has gained an idealistic mystique, scholars have long been aware
that it takes place within imperfect legal systems and orders – all of them inextricably
tied to the exercise of power, a fickle instrument in ensuring liberty. Recent literature
on habeas corpus implicitly bolsters the case that power deserves a central place in
analyzing the writ, but none of it makes the argument directly and accounts for all
of habeas history under this unifying framework. Paul D. Halliday’s Habeas Corpus:
From England to Empire is indispensible for documenting Parliament’s propensity to
imprison, demystifying the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679,11 and revealing the imperial
nature of England’s writ, although it provides neither much analysis of the United
States nor an overarching lesson about power. Eric M. Freedman’s well-researched
Habeas Corpus: Rethinking the Great Writ of Liberty reminds readers of the radical
jurisdictional switch that occurred between states and the federal government, a
revolution in power relations that would appear “odd . . . to modern lawyers,” yet this
is very tangential, if not detrimental, to his thesis.12 Cary Federman’s unique and
fascinating The Body and the State draws philosophical implications from the writ’s
connection to power, but appears to find anti-authoritarian meaning in the writ’s
10
11

12

Hertz and Liebman, 22.
Paul D. Halliday, Habeas Corpus: From England to Empire (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2010).
Eric M. Freedman, Habeas Corpus: Rethinking the Great Writ of Liberty (New York University Press,
2001), 18.
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centralizing tendency without acknowledging fully the ironic affirmation of power
that it also implies.13
Jonathan Hafetz’s Habeas Corpus After 9/11, a masterful treatment of executive
anti-terror detention policy, devotes a chapter to habeas’s limits in retraining the
“elusive custodian.” Hafetz notes that the writ paradoxically encourages “the state to
structure its detention operations to avoid habeas corpus altogether” and can “even
legitimize the very abuses that it is meant to prevent by giving illegal executive
action a judicial stamp of approval.”14 Yet Hafetz maintains a hopeful tone about the
federal court’s potential to restrain the executive, perhaps not fully acknowledging
the historical impotence of judicial review. Nancy J. King and Joseph L. Hoffman’s
Habeas for the Twenty-First Century: Uses, Abuses, and the Future of the Great Writ
compellingly reveals the “costly charade” that federal review of state convictions
has become.15 The authors do not, however, attempt to explain today’s habeas
complications firmly in the context of centuries of power relations, including the
writ’s nationalization in the nineteenth century.16 Justin Wert’s Habeas Corpus in
America comes closest to honing in on power, as its thesis concerns habeas corpus
as a politically driven institution. Wert argues that the “writ implicates elements
of governmental authority, legitimacy, and individual rights that every political
regime seeks to reformulate and then enforce, both politically and legally.”17 Yet
Wert complicates his thesis, drawing distinctions between eras of Supreme Court
deference to the political branches and periods when it defends its own institutional
integrity, although both political and institutional forces could more simply be
unified under the rubric of power.
Habeas corpus remains the most celebrated of judicial mechanisms in AngloAmerican history. In today’s debates over wartime detention powers, and in all the
contemporary debates over federal review of state detentions, both broad traditional
principles and nuances of law and jurisprudence come into play. But habeas corpus
presents a much rockier history than one might want to ascribe to such a revered writ.
For every individual wrongly detained who gets relief, habeas enthusiasts must cheer.
In the main, however, this is not the history of the so-called Great Writ. It originated in
service to power and has been used to secure slavery. Its most inspiring episodes were
often short-lived, historical aberrations. It has been suspended, usurped, and ignored
by hypocrites who tout it one day and reject it the next. For every prisoner protected
13

14

15

16

17

Cary Federman, The Body and the State: Habeas Corpus and American Jurisprudence (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 2006).
Jonathan Hafetz, Habeas Corpus After 9/11: Confronting America’s New Global Detention System (New
York University Press, 2011), 191, 203.
Nancy J. King and Joseph L. Hoffman, Habeas for the Twenty-First Century: Uses, Abuses, and the
Future of the Writ (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011).
For example, the authors barely discuss state habeas review of federal convictions before Tarble’s Case,
deferring to the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence (King and Hoffman, 175, note 31).
Justin J. Wert, Habeas Corpus in America: The Politics of Individual Rights (Lawrence: Kansas University Press, 2011), 3.
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by the writ, many, many more were neglected. This book seeks to tell the history
of habeas corpus with both an emphasis on power and a recognition of individual
liberty’s importance, addressing many scholarly controversies along the way.
The formation of the writ amidst competing jurisdictions, its development in the
royal court system, and its perversion by the very Parliamentarians celebrated as its
defenders all illustrate the dubious record of habeas as a writ of liberty in English
history. Its decentralist adoption in colonial America was in many respects the exception that proves the rule, as the creation of the American Republic and the inclusion
of the Suspension Clause in the Constitution soon enough put habeas back on the
path to becoming a tool of usurpation and centralization. In antebellum America,
the writ’s employment to preserve as well as undermine slavery, and the shifting
balance from its character as a states’ right toward becoming a federal power, further
demonstrated habeas’s dark side. The Civil War and Reconstruction occasioned the
writ’s final nationalization – the suspension of the writ when it was most needed,
the abolition via Tarble’s Case of its revolutionary use as a state check on federal
detention, the amplification of its use as a national check on state authority, and the
curtailing of its effectiveness as soon as it compromised nationalist interests.
The era between the Civil War and World War II, a period frequently characterized as a lull in habeas history, raises new questions about power and liberty in
federal habeas review, the detention state, and racial injustice. The nationalization
of law produced benefits to civil liberty, but also many negatives. World War II, foreshadowing the era of greatest federal habeas activism, presents us with the failure of
habeas to check executive detention when it was most needed – against martial law
in Hawaii, military commissions at home, and Japanese Internment. The postwar era
saw a qualified broadening of habeas protections alongside an expansion of federal
power, only to reverse itself at the twilight of century’s end with the Anti-Terrorism
and Effective Death Penalty Act. Throughout all this history, told in Part I of this
book, the focus on power dynamics sheds a new light on the debates concerning
executive authority, federal deference to state criminal proceedings, and the origins
and development of habeas.
After 9/11, the emphasis on executive wartime detentions once again dominated
habeas discourse. Part II exposes the many weaknesses of habeas as a check on this
power. The roundup of aliens immediately after the terrorist attacks and the ad
hoc reasoning behind the treatment of citizen prisoners John Walker Lindh, Jose
Padilla, and Yaser Hamdi remind us how impotent habeas can be in vindicating
the rights of most individuals detained by executive prerogative. The novel legal
theories constructed by the Bush administration to circumvent habeas corpus for
“enemy combatants” housed at Guantánamo Bay are but a recent manifestation of
the executive’s historical tendency to skirt the liberating spirit of habeas. Although the
Supreme Court’s multiple decisions in 2004, 2006, and 2008 have been celebrated
as repudiations of the Bush policy, in many respects they guided the executive and
legislature to contrive more novel methods of detaining prisoners nearly indefinitely,
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and further serve as examples of habeas’s failure to rescue most deserving subjects.
President Obama’s first term, which began amidst great hopes of significant reversals
on detention policy, is the latest chapter in the recurring theme of habeas hypocrisy.
Throughout the war on terror, the executive branch’s arguments are often weak on
legal grounds but not as lacking in precedent as habeas enthusiasts might wish to
believe.
In light of its shaky history and impotence in the war on terror today, habeas
deserves a reassessment, which Part III provides. The paradox of habeas corpus as
both an engine of and curb on state power is a good place to start in understanding
the state’s detention abuses and what can be done to restrain them. If we care
about individual liberty, we must filter from habeas’s mixed legacy a principle of
freedom to be applied to all things habeas, from the theoretical – reform proposals
and legal debates – to the concrete cases, judgments, and prisoners implicated in
our new understanding. Finally, we must consider detention policy as a whole, and
the future of the writ, in light of the principles of liberty and the realities of power.
There exists legal precedent to fashion a radicalized version of American habeas,
but a cultural awareness must first arise.
Appendices included are summaries with analysis of three major World War II
Supreme Court cases concerning Japanese Internment and five major cases concerning detention power since 9/11. These illustrate the technical and detailed arguments
advanced and how neither side is as clearly right or wrong on its own terms as is
often assumed. In most of this analysis, the author reveals which justices’ arguments
he finds most compelling. Yet the Great Writ’s history as a weapon of power has
rendered most precedential arguments indecisive and most winning arguments to
be ones that turn on minor technicalities of law rather than key principles.
The power to issue the writ, the power to suspend its privileges, the power to
detain, and the power to release – the centrality of power in habeas jurisprudence
helps explain so many otherwise mysterious elements. Its history in England as an
instrument to centralize and consolidate authority; its transformation in U.S. history
into a centralized, formalistic procedure, despite having a much more decentralized
origin than in England; the numerous compromises and betrayals at the hands of
those professing to defend habeas corpus and its liberating ideals; the fact that the
Great Writ has only sometimes challenged executive detentions; the ineffectiveness
of habeas to meaningfully check most criminal convictions – a focus on power sheds
new light on all these questions. Those who seek justice for individual victims of
state detention must also focus on the ethical principles of liberty and the challenges
that state custody itself presents. Keeping our eyes on the power of the writ, we may
begin to reassess habeas history.
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A History of Power Struggles
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